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President’s Message

Coincidences ... They Live Among Us!
Coincidences happen to us all the time. Just last week,
while on a run, I looked at my watch, and it showed I had
been running 4.43 miles. Not looking at my watch since that
moment, when I next looked at my wrist, my watch displayed
5.43 miles and later 7.43 miles. Some coincidences seem to
have little or no meaning, while some coincidences seem to be
telling us something.
While attending the 2004 Annual WVRPA Conference in
Huntington, I mulled over the idea of getting more involved
in WVRPA — besides just attending conferences. This was
the fourth conference I had attended since coming back to
the state; and although I knew I did not want to over-extend
myself, I felt I should do something more. I was running late
that entire conference. Besides arriving late to Huntington, I
arrived late to several of the sessions, and on it went … late. I
compare it to being cold. Some days, no matter what you do,
stay indoors or dress in layers, you are always cold. So, on the
last day, as I walked into the WVRPA meeting on Thursday —
late — the first thing I heard was a request to help with chairs
— so I thought. Determined I was going to get involved, I said
I would be glad to help. The Board unanimously voted me to
chair the 2005 WVRPA conference.

Bruce Miller

WVRPA’s mission is to develop, support, encourage and
enhance recreational opportunities and parklands throughout
the state of West Virginia. We are bound by our association’s
constitution and by our own work ethics to provide the people
of West Virginia with recreational opportunities and park
facilities of the highest quality. We do this without reservation
and without expectation of reward. It is critical that we all work
together, not only in our local communities but also throughout
the state of West Virginia.
Keep playing!
Bruce Miller
WVRPA President

Two years ago, I switched my allegiance from running roads
to running trails. I know this news is not very fascinating to
most of you, nor is it coincidental, but hang in there. That
same year, while attending an NRPA event in Washington, I
was informed that, “We [Americans] are more detached from
the natural environment than in any other time in our history.”
As promoters of the natural world, I found this statement to
be both noteworthy and unfortunate; however, in reference
to me switching running surfaces, it was not too coincidental.
Two years ago, I was contacted by the Mid-Ohio Health
Department to help design a trail signage program. The goal
of the program is to promote a healthy activity (exercising) by
getting people to use their local trails. WOW! OK, maybe not
large-letter “WOW,” but surely small-letter “wow”!
Both coincidences lined up for me, and I am extremely grateful
they did. Besides becoming friends with some of the best and
most passionate people in the world, my coincidences gave
me the opportunity to be involved in the parks and recreation
field beyond my park. I am not suggesting that everyone must
volunteer for something right now, but rather, if you are thinking
about volunteering, be it with your local community church,
boys or girls club, or with WVRPA, do so now and don’t wait.
Your reason and coincidence are there; you just have to look!
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Planning

Is Everything!

Learning the Basics of Recreational Planning
by Jennifer Holley, Manager, Kanawha City Community Center

When most people hear that you work in recreation, they get
the image that you just get to play all day. In some instances,
that can be true. However, developing successful recreational
activities requires a great deal of planning.
Successful planning is the most important factor in successful
recreational events/activities. Why? Here are some reasons:
• Recreational activities often involve lots of teams or
people. All of those people need to be on the same page.
• Recreational activities usually involve a set of rules that
should be settled before the event and not during.
• Many recreational activities are structured in time
limitations, and there is no room for the administrators,
trying to figure out what to do next, to call “time outs” once
the activities have begun.
• Many recreational activities require specific supplies that
need to be acquired before the activity begins.
• Budget restrictions may limit recreational events. It is better
to plan before you start the activity, not when it’s time to
pay, and you have no money or you get halfway through
and run out of money.
• Scheduling conflicts can completely ruin an activity or event
if there are too many activities scheduled for one place at
one time.
• Anything can happen when you work with the public. You
want to be prepared for the “what-if” scenarios.
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• You will want to know if you are under any type of
restrictions or limitations before you begin an activity.
Sometimes there are ordinances or procedures that you
must follow for your activity.
• Advertising is a good way to gain participants. If you do
not advertise before, there is a chance you will not have
any participants.
• Failing to plan is planning to fail.
Here are two examples of events I have experienced/witnessed.
In both cases, a little extra planning could have made all the
difference in the success of the event.
Example One: Tournament
A holiday three-on-three basketball tournament was held for
MLK Day. The guidelines were very loosely established. The
attitude was, “How difficult can it be?” Teams registered to
play, and brackets were created. Games were held two at a
time in two separate areas. The winners from each bracket
would play each other at the end. However, during the
championship game, the teams were under the guidelines of
two different sets of rules. The officials had not been using the
same rules in the two separate brackets, so, when the two
sides came together, there was confusion. The confusion led
to arguments by the players and panic by the officials. After
a few minutes, the officials agreed on procedure and relayed
the rules to the players. By that time, the players had lost

enthusiasm for the game, and many of the fans had left the
event. The event is now remembered as unorganized and has
not been attempted again. This could have easily been a more
successful event if the rules had been more clearly established
through better planning.
Example Two: League
A softball league was designed to create a positive summer
activity for the public. The teams were established, and the
league was going well. The officials were all on the same page,
and the rules were passed out to all the teams. However, the
administrators of the league did not anticipate the antics of
the participating public. It was discovered that teams were
bringing in new players, and some players were playing on
two separate teams at one time. This was against the rules;
however, by the time the administrators became aware of
the situation, the damage had been done. There was no way
to know how long it had been going on or which teams and
players deserved sanctions. This could have been avoided if
the administrators would have anticipated such events during
the planning portion of their league. There should have been a
process to prevent the violation of the rules or at least to catch
the violation earlier. In this case, the official rosters were on
file, but no one was comparing the official rosters to the game
rosters because everyone just assumed someone else was.
Anticipating potential issues and establishing everyone’s role
are both crucial elements in planning.
As an administrator of recreational activities, people will be
turning to you for guidance during events and activities. If
you have not planned thoroughly, you will not be prepared,
and you will lose the confidence of those around you. When
people don’t have confidence in you, you will lose support and
participants. Without support and participants, there are no
successful recreational activities or event.

Planning is a way to reduce your stress while
running an activity or event. If you know you are
prepared, then there is less to worry about, and
issues that do pop up are easily managed.

Here are some general questions to ask yourself when
planning activities or events:
• What type of event are we planning (profit, nonprofit,
special event, public, private, etc.)?
• Who are our targeted participants? And who are our
workers?
• Where can we accommodate each stage of the event?
(Are there schedule conflicts or space issues? Is the space
accessible for everyone? What about parking, restrooms, etc.)
• When is the best time to gain the most participation and
conditions for this event?
• Why are we having the event? (What is our goal?)
• How much time, money and support/limitations do we have?
Set up an outline for your event based on these general
questions, and then begin to ask more detailed questions
based on your specific activity or event. When you feel like
you have everything established, and you are confident that
you have covered every area of planning, it is time for the
most important question of your planning process. WHAT
COULD GO WRONG? It is not negative thinking! It is a way
to make sure you can overcome any problem that challenges
the success of your event! Ask yourself, “What could go
wrong?”, and then determine how you can respond in each
of those scenarios. When you are ready for these possibilities
before they happen, you will handle each obstacle as a
prepared professional.
Finally, planning is a way to reduce your stress while running an
activity or event. If you know you are prepared, then there is less
to worry about, and issues that do pop up are easily managed.
Everyone wants the participants to enjoy themselves, but
there is no reason you cannot also enjoy your event! When the
planning is thorough, the fun is too! And remember:

“Plans are nothing; planning is everything.”
— Dwight D. Eisenhower
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HOTEL/MOTEL BOOM HELPS PARKS
by Bev Gibb

An

argument can be waged for all sides of the many
drilling issues that have surfaced over the past several years
throughout West Virginia. I will be honest and say that I have
jumped from one side of the fence to the other, both personally
and professionally, numerous times. I have witnessed the
good, the bad and the ugly from various angles. We all have
our thoughts on how things are or should be handled. For the
purpose of this article, I want to focus on how some of our
parks have benefitted from the increased monies received
from the hotel/motel tax.
The influx of people entering our communities to work with
the drilling companies has created a shortage of housing
availability — meaning vacant hotel/motel rooms throughout
the areas are few and far between. The excise tax placed
on these rooms, thanks to our West Virginia Legislature, has
become a means for some of us to do much-needed capital
improvements to our park facilities.
The Jefferson County Parks and Recreation Commission is
one department that has benefitted from this tax. Some very
worthy projects have been completed in the past year. The
playgrounds at Sam Michael’s Park, Mount Mission Park and
South Jefferson Park have all received some new equipment.
New park signage and a dog park fence (with more additions
planned this year) have been installed at Sam Michael’s Park.
The restroom facility at Leetown Park has also received a
facelift with help from the tax monies. The employees of the
JCP&R Commission have also been able to keep up with
broken fences, painting, bleachers, etc., with the extra income.
The city of Bridgeport has added a few new hotels over
the last few years. Occupancy from Monday through Friday
remains at 96 to 98 percent. The impact on recreation facilities
has been dramatic. Many new businesses, pertaining to
the drilling environment have set up shop in the area also.
Between the hotel/motel yax increase and the business and
occupation tax increase, Bridgeport has been able to pay
off $950,000 in debt it acquired for the $7.5 million recreation
8

complex that was just opened. The city was able to cut 4.5
years off the bond, which will allow it to pay off the debt before
the “balloon” takes effect, which would increase the interest
rate on the loan.
The City of New Martinsville Parks and Recreation
Commission experienced a great increase in the amount of
monies available for capital improvements in city parks. At
one point, several years ago, the hotel/motel tax brought in
approximately $27,000 per year for the department. That
amount has toppled more than $100,000 per year. New
Martinsville was able to completely renovate an existing pond
that many had, at one time, wanted to drain. Paddleboats,
bench swings, a large fountain and a nice walking path have
turned it into one of the most used areas. Four years ago,
the City of New Martinsville Parks and Recreation was forced
off land that it had been allowed to use for soccer fields and
the local high school softball/soccer field. These tax monies
enabled us to develop a beautiful sports complex owned by
the Commission and used by a few thousand children and
adults a year. Without this tax money, the soccer teams, along
with the high school teams, would not have a decent place to
practice or play their home games.
The new dog park at Lewis Wetzel Park has drawn many
visitors and received great reviews. The latest project has
been a new picnic shelter constructed at Bruce Park. The
new shelter is more accessible, and its location makes it
easily viewed from the road, which helps to deter vandalism.
The new shelter enabled the park to take an old shelter
and turn it into some much-needed storage space. Land
and Water Conservation Fund monies were also utilized to
complete the shelter.
We appreciate the fact that these projects were achieved with
this tax, but we are cautious not to rely on it as a constant
income. As we all know, as quickly as it made its way into our
area, it can make its way out.

What Do You Do in the Winter?
by Lynn Watts, Deputy Director of Recreation, City of Charleston

“What do you do in the winter at
parks and recreation?” That is the
question always asked by friends and
acquaintances. I am sure you all have
received the same comments. We all
try to explain parks and recreation is a
year-round commitment — not just for
seasonal activities and planning.
My reply to those that ask is, “Let me
give you a few examples”:
Charleston Parks and Recreation
is finishing up the “Winter Series” of
three walks and runs, along with a
children’s fun run. These all require preevent planning, advertising, recruiting
sponsors, etc. There is pre-registration
and then same-day set-up for the event,
including walk-in registration, timing,
results and awards presentation. We had
more than 450 participants overall for
this series from December 2012 through
February 2013.

The Monopoly tournament was held
January 26 at the Charleston Town
Center with 25 participants playing
90-minute rounds for four rounds total.
Charleston Parks and Recreation’s
three large community centers have
scheduled weekly activities to include
aerobics and Zumba class, basketball,
volleyball, after-school programming
and leagues. Also, we have rentals
for birthdays, baby showers and
meetings. There is always training for
staff members, as well as planning and
implementation of programs.
Our Maintenance Department has
been busy constructing three new play
structures from Cunningham Associates
— One on Magic Island, one near the
Roosevelt Neighborhood Center and the
other on Sugar Creek Playground. Parks
maintenance has been busy inside buildings
painting and with continued maintenance.

The “Live on the Levee” Summer
Concert Series opens Friday, May 24.
Our Maintenance Department has
cleaned Haddad Riverfront Park from
flooding only to clean again from more
recent flooding.
Spring is just around the corner! Dates
have been set for the annual “It’s Magic”
Egg Hunt, runs and walks are in the
planning process for spring and summer.
Tennis tournaments, summer camps,
swim lessons, etc., are being planned.
Swimming pools will be open before we
are ready, with only 79 days between
opening day and until pool season ends.
Then summer arrives with laughter,
giggles and screams at swimming pools,
and green grass to mow.

An Event for all Seasons
by Bruce Miller, Chestnut Ridge Park

With the addition of its fall event, Exploring the Night
Sky, Chestnut Ridge Park and Campground now
hosts an event in all four seasons. The programming
year begins with the park's oldest and “coolest” event,
the Toboggan Festival. Some 200 participants
compete for prizes in three sledding activities: Pin
the Toboggan on the Snowman, Reindeer Rodeo
and Toboggan Limbo. Soon after winter’s thaw, staff
members and volunteers (Mountaineer Challenge
Academy) are measuring fish at the Kids Fishing
Derby, held in late April. The park’s largest and most
expensive event, adults $5 and kids 12 and under
free, is the Mountain Music Concert Series. The
series hosts six Saturday concerts beginning in
mid-June and ending on Labor Day. Exploring the
Night Sky is the park;s newest event (a few billion
years younger than the stars). Partnering with the
West Virginia University Astronomy Club, participants
are treated to a slide-show lecture before hitting the
telescopes to star- and planet-gaze.
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The 21st-Century
Marketing Program
by Melissa Burch, Assistant Director, BOPARC

As recreation and park professionals in a
fairly stable market, we often get caught
up in the “Do-what-we’ve-always-done”
mindset when it comes to advertising
and marketing. Here at BOPARC, we
have noticed over the past several years
that getting our money’s worth, as well
as our customers through the door, is
becoming less dependent on print (and
even commercial radio) advertising and
more dependent on thinking outside
the box of what we are handed by the
advertising industry.
Why are people turning to other means of
information-gathering, and, more to the
point, how are you going to stretch your
tightening budget to include those means?
The first question of why customers
are not relying on traditional means of
communication is quite simple. Those
means have not caught up with
communication in the 21st century. More
and more people are getting their news
from the Internet. Fewer are signing up
for print advertising opportunities. And,
although Web-based advertising may be
available with your local paper (and most
certainly is as they are also trying to
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recoup lost revenue as other sources
become available), the jury is still out
on whether people retain what they see
when the advertisement flashes up on
the screen, or they are pressing the Page
Down key. As for radio, many vehicles are
standardly equipped with satellite radio at
this point, giving our customers the option

of what we all want, which is to be able
to listen to music and music alone on the
morning commute.
What is a recreation agency to do, and
how are we to modify our approach
without simply spending more money for
things that are no longer truly working?
Social media are the answer for certain,
but going about it to ensure you are
getting your “cyber-face” out there is the
trick. Basically, wouldn’t you like to cut your
advertising/marketing budget substantially
without a loss of actual revenue or
customers through the door? Well, that
is exactly what we aim to do at BOPARC.
See the example of a week’s worth of
marketing at BOPARC on page 11. How
much is it costing us? Not one penny.
Everything listed on this particular calendar
is free of charge to us through social
media, e-mail blasts or partnerships. We
still do some paid advertising, but we are
committing to doing less advertising that
results in actual paper waste (print) or
doesn’t reach our audience because they
no longer may be listening.

EXAMPLE
MARKETING WEEK
FOR THE
21ST CENTURY:
Tuesday, January 29
•
•
•

City Page Calendar Info
CVB Calendar E-Mail
Morgantown Living Calendar

Wednesday, January 30
•
•

Facebook Post
Tweet

Thursday, January 31
•
•

Facebook Post
Tweet

Friday/Saturday, February 1/2
•
•

Facebook Post
Tweet

Sunday, February 3
•

Senior Article DP

Monday, February 4
•

E-Mail Blast for Month

Getting into the marketing mindset in
the 21st century can be a daunting
task. Many of the avenues used today
do require a good deal of time and
attention. — more attention than
just proofing an ad or paying for a
commercial. So the best approach
would be to strategically manage how
you begin. Here are some tips:
First and foremost, you need to know
and assign your people appropriately.
Do you have someone who serves as
your marketing officer? For most of us,
there is either no specific person or
that duty is assigned to one of our staff
members in addition to his/her alreadybusy calendar. To avoid duplication and
also ensure social media is attended
to, identify who is responsible for what,
and try not to duplicate responsibility.
Start out (if you aren’t already using
social media) with the bigger sites like
Facebook and Twitter.

Build your audience by interacting with it.
Make it personal. If someone comments
that they enjoyed an event, thank him
or her. Learn how to use the tools of
these sites. You can schedule tweets in
advance, for instance, so that you don’t
always have to be at your computer for
your voice to be heard. You can control
what types of comments are left on your
Facebook page. You are in charge of
social media, not the other way around.
Remembering this will take some of the
angst out of the process.
Know your audience, and communicate
directly with it. Again, make it personal.
If you have a great many followers in
a certain age bracket or with kids in a
certain age range, tweet a day before a
particular program or activity and remind
them it is available. To add to this point,
be regular with your interactions, and hit
all the time zones that your former media
hit, only in a different manner. Instead of
“drive-time” radio advertising, be sure
to Facebook something at the very time
people are sitting down at their desk
and logging into their computers. By
the way, did you know that the current
optimal time to Facebook and tweet is
on Thursday? Apparently, there is a drop
in weekly productivity on average by this
day, and folks are logging onto social
media more often. I’m sure this never
happens in our industry, though!
Give your website an instant upgrade
by using visual marketing, such as
embedded audio, photo galleries
and even videos. The social media
site Pinterest has recently broken
records with growth because pictures
apparently speak louder than print and
radio these days.
Have a links page on your website, and
be willing to help partners by linking
to their sites as well as taking a look
at your own analytics regularly. That
will give you an idea of whom you are
successfully marketing to AND whom
you might be missing.
Social media aren’t going anywhere
and will most likely continue to morph
and expand. Why not use them to
your advantage and to the advantage
of your budget?
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Clarksburg Family Aquatic Center Nearing Completion
The Clarksburg Family Aquatic Center is nearing completion
and should be ready for opening on May 25, 2013, according
to John Cooper, superintendent.
Both the general contractor, March Westin Company of
Morgantown, and Paddock Pool Company of Maryland will be
back on-site April 1 to put the finishing touches on the $3.5
million project.
The new facility will consist of a 25-meter lap pool with a diving
board and a tube slide, a lazy river with pipe falls, spray and
tipping buckets, a children’s zero-entry area with a tidal barrel,
pipe falls, a double gang slide and beach bubblers, an activity
pool with tugboat and clownfish slides, a floating alligator and
a waterslide, and an open-flume and closed-flume waterslide
with landing area.
The bathhouse renovation project is also underway, which
includes the remodeling of the men’s and women’s dressing
rooms and lobby. Funds were received through a LWCF Grant
for these renovations.
“We are very excited about the project and look forward to
serving our patrons,” Cooper stated.

Left to right: Kyle
Hoffman, West
Virginia USTA
representative;
Tony Michalski,
MCPARC
director; and
Calvin Todd,
MCPARC sports
management
director

USTA Awards
The Marion County Parks and Recreation Commission has recently been awarded two prominent awards from the United States
Tennis Association (USTA). MCPARC received both the USTA Mid-Atlantic Region Parks and Recreation Agency of the Year
award and the West Virginia USTA Parks and Recreation Agency of the Year award. MCPARC has an active tennis program
based at East Marion Park that has a summer adult league with more than 40 participants, summer youth clinics and a quickstart 10-and-under tennis program that partners with local schools. The recently renovated courts at East Marion are also the
home courts for both Fairmont Senior High School's and East Fairmont High School’s tennis teams. Grant funding for quick-start
and other tennis programming is available through the USTA.
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Josh Gains Honored as 2012
West Virginia Challenged
Athlete of the Year
Josh Gains from Vienna, West Virginia, was honored as the
2012 West Virginia Challenged Athlete of the Year during the
Challenged Sports annual awards banquet at the Charleston
Marriott in November. Gains was selected for his outstanding
accomplishments in challenged sports. He is currently
ranked 12th in the world in shotput, second in the United
States in discus, and third in the United States in javelin. He
also holds multiple state and league records in wheelchair
basketball, shotput, discus and javelin.
CAMC’s Medical Rehabilitation Center sponsors statewide
sporting competitions for athletes of all ages with physical
disabilities through its challenged sports program, which is the
only organized, sanctioned sporting program for the physically
challenged in West Virginia. The program offers year-round
competitions in track and field, marksmanship, swimming,
basketball, tennis, archery and golf. For more information, call
304.388.7608 or visit camc.org/challengedsports.

STRENGTH

IN NUMBERS
To be successful in any
organization, you need the right
kind of help. Let us help you
create a magazine that your
association can be proud of.
To find out how your
association can have its
own magazine, contact
Aran Jackson at 502.423.7272
or ajackson@ipipub.com.

www.ipipub.com
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CONSTRUCTION CREWS ADD NEW WALLS, RESTORE

Work crews from Kyle Construction are making headway on
the new Wellness Center in Marlinton.
“It’s just about completely under roof,” said Lauren Bennett,
director of Pocahontas County Parks and Recreation. “Of
course we’ve been fighting some weather now, but they’ve
been working hard. There’s one last section that needs a roof
over top.”
Bennett said once the roof is completed, workers can finish up
the duct work and sprinkler system and get heat going in the
building. Bennett said the original plan called for interior work
through the winter in order to be finished by a June deadline.
Bennett said, other than slight weather-related delays, things
are coming along well.
“Knock on wood — things have been going rather smoothly,”
joked Bennett. “They were hoping to have it all enclosed by
now. We got a little behind with weather, but they’re close. I
think the contractor was saying if he had a good solid week
they would probably have it just about enclosed.”
Bennett said now that interior walls are going up, you can
really start to see the potential in the new facility.
14

OLD MEMORIES
by Angelo Jiordano, Staff Writer, The Pocahontas Times

“The interior is looking like a building,” said Bennett. “You
can walk through the hallways. Probably 90% of the interior
framework is up, so you can walk into the bathroom, you can
walk into the racquetball court.”
Bennett said the workers from Kyle Construction and their
sub-contractors have been great to work with.
“Everything is supposed to be finished in June, and we actually
have plans for a grand opening/dedication for Saturday, July
13, at eleven a.m.,” said Bennett.
Another much-anticipated project in Marlinton wrapped up for
the season earlier in December. Marlinton mayor Joe Smith
said the depot reconstruction project isn't completed, but
workers are finished for the year.
“The outside is completely done,” said Smith. “They’ll probably
be back in March to begin work on the inside. Come March,
they’ll finish the interior, the public restrooms will be finished,
and we’re shooting to have a grand re-opening for Memorial
Day weekend and the beginning of the tourist season.”
Smith said there haven’t been any delays or setbacks, and the
crew from Allegheny Restoration has been doing a fine job.
“They’re a good company,” remarked Smith. “The depot
committee board of directors is very pleased with the work
they’ve done. It’s been a good project. It’s been a long time
coming and it’s nice to see it moving forward.”
Smith said once the project is completed, the depot will
serve as an information center for the Pocahontas County
Convention and Visitors Bureau.
“I think it looks just like it did before,” said Smith. “If you’ve ever
seen a picture of it, it looks just like the old one.”
Reprinted with permission from The Pocahontas Times (January 3, 2013)
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WVRPA Golf Tournament Results
The annual WVRPA Golf Tournament was held at
Canaan Valley Resort State Park on October 2, 2012.

Twenty golfers enjoyed the beautiful day and competed for
the coveted championship trophies.
The team of Tom Nelson of Taylor Sports & Recreation, Rick
DeGroff of United, Joe Shuttleworth of Bridgeport Parks
and John Cooper of City Parks of Clarksburg captured the
championship with an impressive 8-under-par.
Second place went to the team of Martinsburg/Berkeley
County Parks and included Steve Catlett, Brady Catlett, Bob
Showe and Justin Cole at 5-under-par.

The third-place team consisted of Chuck Taylor of Taylor
Sports & Recreation, John Davis and Fred Davis of Davis
Athletics, and Don Burton of Bridgeport Parks.
Ryan Wheeler of Terradon won the long-drive contest, Greg
Fox of Terradon secured the longest-putt prize, and Rick
DeGroff and John Cooper proved their accuracy by capturing
the closest-to-the-pin contest.
On behalf of all of the tournament participants, special thanks
go out to Terradon for sponsoring the barbecue lunch.

